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This creative work explains the value of knowledge resembles the value of 
vegetables. A group of students visited vegetable garden and inspired to write 
poem about a theme on the vegetables. 
 
A world of blossoms to live up the feel,  
Enduring the joy through the dazzling looks, 
Seeing the struggle to grow endlessly,  
Loosing petals or even drooping,  
Never stop them in becoming more fascinating.  
 
I am amazed by their tranquil disposition,  
Dances freely with flirtatious breeze,  
Hardly cares about world joy or sorrow, 
While keep flirting the butterfly today and tomorrow.  
 
 
 
The garden bring me to the other state of thinking, 
Regarding knowledge and plant resemblances, 
Which both have its own struggle to keep living, 
Also both bring the light and benefit regardless the places.  
 
Knowledge is not what you put down on paper white or brown, 
Knowledge should lead to wisdom, 
Like plant, even they come from the bottom, 
They grew up to become the shelter and protection.  
 
The soil is the key to the plant, 
The place where their growth are initiated, 
Gaining knowledge also require the best start, 
Which come from persistent of self- interest.  
Plant rambling down a cobbled pathway,  
Keep growing and smiling day by day, 
Reminiscing the effort of achieving something someday, 
That needs a good planning not just today.  
 
A plant grow from a tiny seed, 
Which come stems and stout, 
And lead the branches to spread out,  
The leaves and flowers will bloom all around.  
Knowledge grow from a documented book, 
It will spread boomingly by gaining it more, 
It is a glue that joins dreams like suture, 
And it is not purposely for an ignorance look.  
 
Some plants have thorns, 
Some have prickles, 
That act as a protection, 
That will not leave them idle.  
Human thorns and prickles are knowledge, 
That brings to path of prosperity, 
That act as a key to a bright and rewarding future, 
And gives tomorrow a sounding security.  
 
